French crosswords

Transport
Transport (Easy 1/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of vehicles and transport.

Across (horizontalement)
1. luggage
7. luggage rack
8. track
9. train station
10. taxi

Down (verticalement)
2. return
3. motorway
4. arrival
5. passenger
6. trolley
Transport (Easy 2/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of vehicles and transport.

Across (horizontalement)
2. passenger
4. coach station
8. luggage rack
10. Eurostar
11. metro

Down (verticalement)
1. track
3. arrival
5. motorway
6. train station
7. departure
9. taxi
Transport (Easy 3/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of vehicles and transport.

**Across (horizontalement)**
1. passenger
4. Eurostar
8. luggage rack
9. track
10. arrival

**Down (verticalement)**
2. return
3. motorway
5. train station
6. luggage
7. departure
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Transport (Easy 4/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of vehicles and transport.

Across (horizontalement)
2. suitcase
5. Eurostar
6. luggage rack
8. arrival
10. platform

Down (verticalement)
1. metro
3. motorway
4. passenger
7. taxi
9. track
Transport (Medium 1/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of vehicles and transport.

Across (horizontalement)
6. luggage rack
8. train station
9. metro ticket
12. bus station
13. metro
14. departure

Down (verticalement)
1. trolley
2. track
3. luggage
4. taxi rank
5. passenger
7. return
10. Eurostar
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Transport (Medium 2/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of vehicles and transport.

Across (horizontalement)
2. luggage
5. return
7. train station
8. trolley
10. platform
11. taxi rank
13. bus
15. metro ticket

Down (verticalement)
1. ticket
3. bus station
4. coach station
6. luggage rack
9. passenger

12. arrival
14. track
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Transport (Medium 3/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of vehicles and transport.

Across (horizontalement)
3. bus station
4. metro
7. arrival
8. luggage rack
9. luggage
10. train station
12. Eurostar
13. taxi

Down (verticalement)
1. return
2. taxi rank
5. passenger
6. bus
11. platform
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Transport (Medium 4/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of vehicles and transport.

**Across (horizontalement)**
4. taxi rank  
6. ticket counter  
9. luggage rack  
10. coach station  
11. arrival  
12. platform  
13. motorway

**Down (verticalement)**
1. taxi  
2. passenger  
3. track  
5. metro ticket  
7. return  
8. trolley
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